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I thought it was about time that we had some heavenly hosts
on the front cover of a Freewheelin’. This lot appear by
courtesy of the 17th Century painter Domenikos Theotopolous
– ‘El Greco’ to his mates (1541 – 1614).
The painting is called ‘The Burial of Count Orgaz’ and is
based on a legend of a Count who was so deeply religious
that Saint Augustine turned up at his funeral to assist in
the lowering of the Count’s body to its final resting
place.
In my picture Dylan is standing immediately behind Saint
Augustine and he is telling the Saint about this dream he
once had. Upon hearing this, the Saint turns round to speak
to Dylan thus taking his eye off the corpse (who looks very
much like Edmund Blackadder). Fearing that the body of the
Count will fall to the ground, Groucho, Chico and Harpo,
who are on their way to the opera, let out a cry to the
heavenly hosts. As he looks up, Groucho sees another
familiar face looking down.
Whilst all this is going on a jealous monk enters the
chamber. This character, on the extreme left of he picture,
seems so out of place it may that he has wandered into the
wrong masterpiece! On the other hand his dark and sombre
presence may represent what the painting is really about
i.e. being carried away by death. On that basis the jealous
monk is someone who is always, always , ALWAYS waitin’ for
you. Hey, that’s a good title for a song!
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OCTOBER 2002
At last! A month with no Love And Theft reviews, which, means it’s now safe for
Bob to release his follow up studio album. However, this month’s trawl through the
October to December 2001 press coverage does include lots more Autumn 2001 tour
reviews so it’s still not time for Bob to play any live shows in 2002. What? He’s played
loads already?!!
Feck.
Tony Bonyata hopped off to Milwaukee’s U.S. Cellular Arena and penned a positive
review for concertlivewire.com; “…The evening may have weighed heavy on his ‘6o’s
material, but as a performer and songwriter Dylan proved, as he enters the throws of old
age, that some of his best material may still be yet to come,” Well, fingers crossed then.
Billboard was equally positive about the Toronto Air Canada Show, calling it
“excellent and, at times, captivating” and only during The Wicked Messenger did Dylan
show signs of aging, when he used a lyric sheet to help him through the song. When
Britney Spears played the same venue a few days earlier, her “pyrotechnic-laden” show
involved 13 costume changes, but, as this review helpfully pointed out, when you’re
Bob Dylan you don’t need such distractions. Just imagine – Britney Spears changing
costume 13 times in 90 minutes. Oh, to have been a fly on that dressing room wall!
Curtis Schieber of The Columbus Dispatch enjoyed the Nationwide Arena gig,
especially Positively 4th Street, which he considered the highlight of the show; “…To a
half filled arena, Dylan seemed to be saying:”I am my legacy and it lives still.
Furthermore, I continue to write it.” Amen.”
The Philadelphia Inquirer’s Tom Moon was impressed with the audience at the First
Union Spectrum and how Dylan now seems to attract yuppies, hippies, youngsters and
pensioners; “…What was most amazing about watching Dylan was how often he
connected with this wide constituency in the Spectrum, which was filled to near
capacity…You sensed that Dylan’s followers were there for more than the uplift of the
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hits, that they’re aware of something profound about where he is right now. And curious
about where he goes next.”
Dan Aquilante of the New York Post was predictably impressed with the excellent
Madison Square Gardens show, especially the “defining moment” Tangled Up In Blue
(Really? I must play my CD); “…Dylan growled and barked the lyrics as if he’d just
written the old song. There was a vocal urgency that sent chills down the spine when he
sang the lyrics, as if he were spitting poison.” In conclusion, “…His show was stellar…If
there was a problem with this concert, it was only with the bad Bob impressions that the
fans did as they left.”
Roger Catlin of the Hartford Courant was just as pleased with the Mohegan Sun Arena
performance, feeling that this show was sharper than some previous Dylan gigs, primarily
because, “the band is taking a larger role in driving the songs. Rather than follow
Dylan’s every rambling solo. It forges ahead, letting him chime in when he has
something to add.” As for The Voice, or what remains thereof; “…Those who hadn’t
heard him in some time might have found Dylan’s voice a rusty hinge. But it is an
expressive, playful and true one nonetheless, utterly fitting the timeless material.”
Amidst the post – September 11th hyped-up security measures, Jon Pareless of the New
York Times, whilst watching the Madison Square Garden show, arrived at a conclusion
that pleased me (and will please JRS too, I’ll wager):”… Mr. Dylan’s songs have the
Nostradamus knack of wrapping themselves around contemporary events, and the song
(Watchtower) was thoroughly ominous when he sang “Two riders were approaching /
The wind began to howl”.”
Next up, a positive item on the Verizon Wireless Arena show by Charlie Perkins of
the New Hampshire Union Leader & Sunday News: “… Once again, a Dylan concert
proved to be a microcosm of his career. It was a long roller-coaster ride with some
stumbles – but the passion in his best songs shone through. At the show’s end, he
lingered onstage, mutely acknowledging the applause with a few nods and hand gestures.
Eccentric and unique, Dylan remains an artist who matters.”
The Michigan Daily’s Chris Lane, at the Cobo Arena, was amazed at how Dylan and
his band could switch so swiftly from howling rock n roll (during Like A Rolling Stone,
two girls fainted in front of him) to “ moments of divine, gospel-like togetherness”.
The Boston Globe’s Steve Morse was also impressed with the versatility of the band at
the Fleet Center: “…This is the best group that has backed Dylan since The Band in the
70’s. No wonder that Dylan is back on top.”He also points out that the audience
numbered 14,000 for this show. Six years ago, “before his renaissance began”, he could
only manage 3,200.
The Boston Herald’s Daniel Gewertz was at the same venue and, despite last-night-ofthe-tour vocals (“his croak couldn’t compare to the relatively healthy hoarse wail he
displayed a year ago at Boston University”), was also more than happy with what he saw;
“,,,It was clear that the Dylan comeback was in full force… The most appreciated show
lasted a whopping 2 ½ hours, including three encores, the band was nothing short of
sublime, and Dylan was obviously energized by the new songs of his hit CD Love And
Theft..”
Gadfly’s Peter Stone Brown followed the tour around for a while for the December
issue (“September 11th hovered around this tour like a ghost”). He was less than
impressed with Penn State University; the subdued crowd, the poor acoustics, the
primarily familiar set lists. All of these meant that he only enjoyed the Love And Theft
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songs, though even then Floater “never found the groove”. The Washington MCI Center
was better, especially the “surprising and chilling highlight” John Brown, though he felt
that the encores were anticlimactic. At the Philadelphia Spectrum things were better still
and, as had been happening all through the tour, “Sugar baby silenced the Arena.” This
concert also reintroduced an old rock ‘n’ roll favourite, “…a curious thing happened –
something I hadn’t seen at a concert in years. All of a sudden, spontaneously, there were
thousands of raised cigarette lighters. One couldn’t have asked for a better show.”
However whether he asked or not, that’s exactly what he got a few days later at Madison
Square Garden, where Dylan delivered perhaps the show of the tour, even stopping to
autograph some CD sleeves at the end of the show. There were plenty of celebrities in the
audience and it was an audience that was eating out of Dylan’s hand from the very first
number. Patti Smith and her children watched from the side of the stage. “Madison
Square Garden 2001 will go down as one of the great Dylan concerts of all time.” Brown
concludes and he may well be right. This is a particularly atmospheric article. In the days
of yore it would’ve been Article Of The Month but those days are gone now.
On a final tour related matter, Paul Cantin of Jam! Showbiz interviewed Toronto blues
guitarist Paul James. James had recently been invited onstage at the Air Canada Center,
the third time he has guested at a Dylan show. Their friendship seems to have taken off
when Dylan was filming Farts For Hire in Toronto in 1986; “We’ve remained friends.
Whenever he comes to town he gives me a buzz/ I have always been a fan of Bob’s. I
never know what he is going to do.” Despite often telling James that he wants to record
with him, Dylan has not yet actually offered him a studio gig: “ I am in Toronto and I am
not very handy. And I think Bob is kind of a spontaneous guy.” In comparison to other
visits, James is impressed with Bob’s current revitalisation; “He seems to have a really
good handle on things right now, to be in really good spirits. He seems also to be very
much in control.”
A few other odds and sods to round off, beginning with a less than favourable review
of Howard Sounes Down The Highway by Michael Cote in the Boulder Daily Camera;
“…Sounes never truly assesses the musicians gifts.. For a better understanding of Dylan
as a person, Down The Highway delivers. For a better read on his music, you would be
better served by picking up a copy of Love And Theft.”
There was an amusing cartoon strip in the New York Times Book Review by Mark
Alan Stamaty which takes a sly look at the problems Dylan is having whilst writing his
memoirs. As with all good jokes, it won’t benefit from me trying to explain it here, so I
won’t.
The Autumn edition of Mojo Collections ran an article on the London branch of the
Hard rock Café opening up a mini museum called The Vault (housed in a real one-time
bank vault underground, previously owned by Coutt’s). Amongst the priceless items,
it’s interesting to see that Dylan’s 1976 Rolling Thunder Nudie Jacket and National
guitar have ended up there. Author Mark Paytrees is suitably impressed; “…I am
reminded that so much rock and pop memorabilia reeks of bad taste.” In the same
magazine, Mark Paytrees interviews David Crosby about his musical friends and
inspirations, including old Bobby: “When I first got into Dylan I hated him. I didn’t think
it was fair that anybody could be that good… I do have a better voice, but he had this
incredible gift for storytelling. He had charisma too. Years later, I worked with him on
Under The Red Sky… He wants you out on the edge. He wants to get you winging it.
That’s where he lives. It’s verbal folk music jazz and it’s wonderful.”
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Finally, the Autumn edition of Sing Out! Featured a briefish look at how Dylan was
not averse to pinching other song’s melodies and lyrics for his own material during the
1960’s (and he’s still doing it to this very day, by all accounts) by Michael Cooney.
Rumour has it that when Dylan first visited London, Grossman hired someone to tape the
singers in a London folk club so that Dylan could listen to the songs and liberate what he
wanted. Also reproduced (for the first time?) are the lyrics and music to Troubled And I
Don’t Know Why. In the same magazine, Randy Poe interviews Ramblin’ Jack Elliott
and Dylan crops up from time to time, most notably during the early ‘60’s and again in
1975. Elliott’s daughter Aiyana recently made a 105-minute documentary about her Dad
called The Ballad Of Ramblin’ Jack. Dylan allowed footage from Renaldo And Clara to
be used but refused to be interviewed, which did not go down to well with her; “Dylan’s
silence over the years about my Dad has been a source of persistent sadness and
frustration for jack…Ultimately, I think his absence from the film is more poignant than
his presence.”
And that’s yer lot. Until next month, toodle-pip.

THANKS TO:

GRAHAM ASHTON AND TONY SHACKLETON

Philadelphia 2001 (Pete Rehill)
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HARTFORD 1965
A personal view
view

by
Jim LaClair
As I finally settle in to write this, my first contribution to Freewheelin-on-line, Bob Dylan
is - at this very moment - on a stage at Newport, Rhode Island after a 37 year hiatus
performing in the Folk Festival at Fort Adams State Park. Tomorrow, God willing, my
wife and I will travel to Augusta, Maine to begin our own mini Bob Odyssey, three
concerts in five days. In my wildest dreams could I have imagined on a long ago night
late in October of 1965, that after all this time, I would still be "on the road, heading for
another joint" to see the then angry young crown prince of rock
'n' roll doing his thing? A considerable amount of attention has been given to that 30
October 1965 performance at the Bushnell Auditorium in Hartford, Connecticut, since a
previously-unheard-of recording of the show (some of the show, that is) surfaced this
spring. I could hardly believe the posting when it first appeared on my daily visit to the
Expecting Rain web site, but within an hour of my sending an e-mail to a gentleman in
Virginia, a trade was arranged, and the disc was on its way to me.
Before I proceed any further, I must emphasize that to a certain extent,
this will be a composite recollection. The reason for this disclaimer is that I saw and
heard virtually the same concert one week earlier in Burlington, Vermont, and for both
shows I had the extraordinary advantage of front row seats. The resemblance ends here,
however. The Burlington show of 23 October was held in a college gym before an
audience which was to a great extent composed of university students, most of whom
were quite close to Dylan in age. The Bushnell Auditorium in Hartford is a stately music
hall which resonates with the ambiance of a temple for the arts. The gathering at Hartford
represented a greater cross section of Dylan's fan base at the
time. Bohemian types mingled uneasily with educators and insurance executives, all of us
anticipating a cultural happening of extraordinary importance.
Insofar as my recollection of that long ago night in Hartford is concerned, my first
impression of the evening comes in the form of a rhetorical question: how could anyone
have been surprised that Bob would be plugged in for part of the show? The amplifiers
and the drum kit were there in plain sight at the back edge of the stage; obviously there
would be musicians here to play them. Ample coverage of concerts at Carnegie Hall and
several other venues had established the "electric set" as part of the show. "Like A
Rolling Stone" was receiving constant airplay on American radio;
Would Dylan or any other artist worth his salt perform without delivering his big hit? To
me these questions were no-brainers, especially in light of the fact that I had been in the
crowd three months earlier when Bob supposedly shocked the folk establishment with
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his historic appearance at the Newport Folk Festival. Yet even before Bob walked on
stage, I was aware of a dynamic tension in the building. While there had been scattered
catcalls in Burlington a week earlier, the general mood both before and during that
concert had been one of celebration...Bob Dylan here in OUR
little town??!! At Hartford one could definitely sense a confrontational atmosphere.
I once read that the most riveting moment in the entire realm of the performing arts
occurs when Bob Dylan walks onto a stage. Certainly this was never more evident than
during these turbulent performances of 1965 and '66! When the houselights went down
and Bob emerged from the darkness into the spotlight at center stage, he seemed to emit
an aura that was almost otherworldly. In the lights he was as pale as a ghost; I'm not sure
why, but I often think of Hamlet about to deliver his soliloquy when I think of Dylanon
this night. "To be or not to be" indeed! To be true to all that his incredible gifts
promised/demanded or to perish from suffocation imposed by
those critics who considered his art to be their property. Standing in the light just a few
feet from my seat, he seemed so fragile, like a porcelain doll. "She Belongs to Me" was
the opener, a song I have always loved. While the original recording was and is
wonderful, Dylan's performance seems somewhat detached when it is compared to his
rendition on this night. I remember noticing that the "Egyptian ring" had become an
"Egyptian red ring" and this little detail delighted me.
The song I most wanted to hear was "Desolation Row" and sure enough, here it came
in the fifth slot. My greatest disappointment with the newly discovered recording is that
the taper chose to omit this song. I can tell you that it was magnificent, highlighted by
two killer harmonica solos. In his article in Freewheelin-on-line take two, C.P. Lee has
already provided an excellent overview of the recording. It is therefore not my intention
to render a song by song critique of the concert, especially in light of the many gaps on
the recording. With no irreverence intended, however, I would compare Dylan's acoustic
set that evening to a religious liturgy. Something almost sacred seemed to be in the air,
and the music transcended anything that the popular culture could define or contain. It
was spellbinding and we
were in awe. As Dylan left the stage with his only spoken words of the set ("I'll Be back
in about ten minutes"), it was clear that those within the "folk music" faction were
prepared to claim victory in this undeclared war.
When he returned after the intermission, Dylan was, of course, not alone. He was
accompanied by the five musicians identified in the pre-concert announcements as Levon
and the Hawks. The word that works best for me in describing what followed is
explosive. My experience with rock music at that time had been completely confined to
recordings. "Tombstone Blues" - the impact of this onslaught of amplified sound was
mind boggling. I especially remember the incredible energy of Rick Danko whose bass
seemed to pulsate and vibrate through my body. Dylan, who had seemed so delicate and
vulnerable during the acoustic set, had become a crazed marionette,
continuously turning to Robbie and challenging him as if their lives were hanging in the
balance. The recordings that have surfaced over the years are magnificent, but they can
never adequately convey the ferocity of these frenzied duels between Robbie and Dylan.
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For the electric set, my most vivid memory is of "Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues" again, sadly, omitted from the recording. In Burlington, Dylan had introduced the song
with the "Tom Thumb's a cat who lives down in Mexico..." routine which we have
preserved on the Melbourne, Australia disc, but my recollection is that on this night he
launched into it with no preliminaries, the Hawks carrying the music to another
dimension and Bob stretching the syllables beyond the breaking point. I remember how
pleased I was when a live rendition of this song surfaced as the "B" side of the "I Want
You" single released the following year.
The grand finale, severely truncated in the recording, was "Like A Rolling Stone,"
clearly a work still in progress at the time. While the elongated phrasing and extended
instrumental solos of 1966 are less in evidence in this performance, Dylan and the Hawks
still delivered the song with an intensity hardly suggested by the studio recording.
Through the whole electric set, the stoic expression on Dylan's face rarely changed, but
the Hawks, especially Robertson and Danko, often laughed in the euphoria of the
moment, as if they realized they were engaged in some cosmic joke.
In his article, C.P. Lee refers to the fact that there is little evidence of animosity from
the audience on the recording. This is true, but we must remember that the disc we have
represents only a fragment – a suggestion of what occurred on this historic evening.
While I cannot recall all of the specifics, I can assure the reader that the lone cry of "Folk
music!" which is audible on the recording was far from the only expression of frustration
that I heard that night. There were several other outbursts;
I clearly remember someone shouting, "Go back to England with the Beatles!" or
something to that effect, and I also recall overhearing a conversation on my way out of
the hall in which the speakers were discussing how many people had walked out during
the electric set. Although this may be true, I was unaware of it at the time. On the
contrary, as the recording clearly demonstrates, several of the songs were greeted with
approval. This is quite evident in the enthusiastic response to the first bars of "Positively
Fourth Street" which the taper recorded in its entirety. I have always believed that if a
victory could be claimed that night, it was Dylan who claimed it. He certainly had the
majority of the crowd in his corner. Those who chose to protest his new musical direction
have their own place in Dylan lore; perhaps this was all they ever intended to accomplish.
This unique document probably raises as many questions as it answers. Whatever the
case may be, we should be grateful for this new link in the extraordinary chain of events
that began at Newport in July of 1965 and
ended at London's Royal Albert Hall in May of 1966.
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HIPSTERS,
FLIPSTERS
&
FINGER
POPPIN’
DADDIES!
Look what the Beatles are holding!
Conclusive proof!

By C.P.LEE
Until just over a week ago there was a framed photograph on the wall over the desk that
I’m typing this at now. A colour, eight by ten photograph of two middle-aged men
standing in a three quarter length portrait shot. Both of them have their hands clasped in
front of them at waist height. Both of them have slight smiles on their faces, but one of
them is definitely not used to the posed formality of the occasion. He looks slightly
nervous, possibly ill at ease with the situation. Looking more closely at the picture you
begin to feel that he’s clasping one of his hands much more tightly in the other, hanging
on for safety’s sake, or, maybe about to bunch it into a fist.
It was on the Friday night that I was gazing idly at the pictures, posters, dream-catchers,
ancient beer trays and other memorabilia that cover the wall in front of me when I
decided to make an aesthetic change or two, so I took the photo down and put it in a less
conspicuous place. A portrait of Robert Johnson now hangs where the photo once was.
Just over to my left is a small cabinet with a revolving CD carousel on top of it, along
with a globe, a fake half pint of lager and a stack of blank CDRs. Up until the Sunday
after the night of moving photographs around it used to have another item on it, a tall
Belgian beer glass. The beer glass was a gift from a friend with a sense of humour. It’s
not there anymore because that Sunday afternoon, by some strange quirk of fate, it fell to
the ground and was smashed.
The nervous looking man in the photograph was called Keith Butler. The glass had the
name of the beer etched on it – ‘Judas’.
That evening I got an email – Keith Butler had died on the Friday night.
For those who aren’t aware, Keith Butler was the man who originally came forward
claiming to be the heckler who shouted the word “Judas!” at Bob Dylan’s infamous 1966
Free Trade Hall concert. I say ‘originally’, because another contender had come forward
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shortly after Keith had ‘outed’ himself, a man called John Cordwell. Strangely, almost a
year ago, a report had surfaced on rec.music.dylan saying that the ‘Judas’ heckler had
died. After a flurry of emails and trans-Atlantic phone calls it turned out to be John
Cordwell who’d passed away… and now, Keith has too. Neither of them was over fiftyfive.
As Keith’s death appears to draw this particular chapter of the Dylan story to a close, I’d
like to briefly re-tell the story of the world’s most famous heckler(s) – When I began
researching for my book about the concert I’d always harboured the hope that one day I
might be able to discover the identity of the person who shouted. It was a long shot, but
not beyond the realms of possibility. After all, all I had to do was track down the two
thousand people who were there that night and ask them! Well, I wasn’t that naïve, but it
always struck me that somebody who was there might have known know who it was.
There were a few tantalisingly close calls when I was interviewing people – “Yeah, I
heard him. He was over on my left” kind of replies – and even once when I wasn’t
interviewing anybody! I had a builder round doing some work on the house and when he
saw my Dylan collection he said – “I was there that night. There was bloke shouted
‘Judas’ at him. It was brilliant!” As nonchalantly as I could I asked him if he knew who it
was – “No” he replied, “But if he were here now I’d shake his hand, Dylan was crap.”
So near and yet so far. The book was published in May 1998, closely followed by the
official release of the live album. A journalist for Associated Press, called Scott Bauer
interviewed me about the book and the release. The article got syndicated and a couple of
weeks later I got an excited email from Scott. He told me that he’d been approached by a
man in Toronto who claimed to be the ‘Judas’ heckler. Very tentatively I emailed the
person. His name was Keith Butler. I sent him a series of questions to check out as far as
I could the veracity of his claims. The email relationship was a little bit strange on both
sides. He felt nervous of me because of things I’d said in the book about the unknown
heckler. I was wary of him because I couldn’t quite get the cut of his jib.
Fate then intervened in the form of Andy Kershaw, who called me to ask if I’d be
interested in helping him make a documentary for Radio One. It was going to be called
‘The Ghosts of Electricity’ and would be all about the night of the concert. I agreed
straight away and we set about planning the programme. Almost towards the end of our
conversation he asked me if there was any chance we could find the man who’d shouted
at Dylan. I gave him Keith’s email address and he said he’d follow it up.

The upshot of this was that when we came to record the programme at the Free Trade
Hall in January 1999, Keith Butler came over from Canada, at his own expense, to appear
in the show. That’s where the photograph I had over my desk was taken, on the stage at
the Free Trade Hall.
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The night before the recording, Andy and I had spent hours going over and over ‘Eat The
Document’ seeing if we could identify Keith amongst the faces of the public that had
been interviewed in the lobby of the concert hall. Andy kept replaying the answerphone
message that Keith had left him on Christmas Day to try and get a vocal fix on the
suspect. Obviously we couldn’t draw any conclusions from a film that was nearly thirty
years old and a voice that was recorded only last week, but it was fun trying. To cut a
long story short, the man we met the next morning was shy, somewhat nervous and
perhaps a little reluctant as we stepped inside the freezing cold venue to face the small
army of FTH veterans who were also waiting to take part.
After the dramatic events of the day had unfolded, and it would be an understatement to
describe them otherwise, we visited a variety of local hostelries before ending up where
all good drunks should end up – on the Curry Mile in Rusholme in Manchester. Hunched
over dishes of karahi and korma I got a bit more into the story of Keith. He’d been an
economics student at Keele University, a keen member of the uni folk club. Like many
others of his ilk he’d been more than taken aback by Dylan’s ‘sudden’ decision to go
electric. He’d felt betrayed, confused and angry during the second half and finally the
dam had burst and the shout had come out. It seemed very likely he was the guy being
interviewed in the lobby who says, “Pop groups play better rubbish than that. It’s a
disgrace. He wants shooting”. But it wasn’t so much the events of 1966 that seemed to
play on Keith’s mind, more the events of the last year.
He’d emigrated to Canada a couple of years after graduating and gone to work in a bank.
And then he got married. And then he had fathered a couple of kids. And carried on
working in the bank. And suddenly he was nearly fifty and he felt as if he’d never done
anything with his life. His marriage was disintegrating and everything that had seemed so
clear was now a fog, and everything that he’d held in his hands was turning to dust. An
insomniac night filled with the horrors of asthma had driven him into an all night coffee
shop, which is where he’d read Scott’s review and upon seeing the word ‘Judas!’
shrieking out at him had experienced the epiphany of awakening as if from a sleep that
had lasted decades.
And so, he returned to Canada, possibly even more confused than he had been when he
flew over. The show was broadcast and both Andy and I thought that was probably the
end of the affair, but it wasn’t. We were contacted by quite a few indignant Judas
shouters, all claiming that it had been them and not the Butler what done it. My favourite
claimed to a former magistrate. He patiently explained that the officially released album
was all wrong. It was the Albert Hall, not the Free Trade Hall. Incredibly, even the
Guardian record reviewer merrily said that all the tracks leading up to the shout were
from Manchester and then the Albert Hall ‘Rolling Stone’ had been spliced in! There are
still people around today who think the same thing. But what proof did the former
magistrate have to offer that he was the shouter? We only had to ask Bob Geldof, he told
us. Why Bob Geldof we asked? Because I told him it was me, he replied. Then, and I
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swear this is true, he said he had to go now as there was a flying saucer waiting for him
… and all the other subsequent claimers we mused. All except one.
He was called John Coldwell, and Andy and I met up with him in our favourite Salford
pub, the Kings Arms. John’s story was as equally plausible as Keith’s. In 1966 he was a
Mancunian Traditionalist Folkie with all the attendant cultural baggage that that implied.
Throughout the second electric set he’d booed, slow hand-clapped and then finally,
outraged at Dylan’s betrayal of ‘the movement’, had shouted ‘Judas!’
I asked him why he hadn’t come forward years ago and he said that when he saw the title
‘Albert Hall’ on the bootlegs, had always assumed that to be the case and thought that it
was synchronicity or coincidence, that two people had shouted the same thing at two
different gigs. It was only on listening to the radio documentary that he’d realised it had
been him.
Andy and I were left with a problem. Both the two guys seemed equally plausible and
basically honest. Neither of them was in it for profit or fame or even notoriety. Both
were, in a sense, ashamed of their youthful indiscretion (and I defy anybody alive who
says they haven’t got some regrets about past behaviours), both of them claimed that they
simply wanted to set the facts right.
Keith, being the first official contender, had kind of got into the history books. He is the
one who’s named in Sounes’s ‘Down The Highway’ and Heylin’s ‘Behind The Shades’,
but both Andy and myself came to conclusion that perhaps it was John who was telling
the truth. It’s very important here to state that neither of us believe that Keith was lying.
It’s beyond doubt that he’d shouted something, but a lot of things were shouted that night
and only one person shouted Judas. What had become apparent was that Keith had a lot
more on his mind than setting history straight. In his letters and emails to me over the last
few years he veered from talking about writing his autobiography all the way to saying
that he wished he’d never said anything about it being him because now that’s all that
people knew him for. He was annoyed at Robin Denselow’s film on Newsnight about
himself, not for what was said but for the way they got him to recreate things like
shovelling the snow from his driveway, or sitting in the coffee shop where he read the
article. I know that he proudly flew his sons to New York so they could watch ‘Eat The
Document’ and “see what a fool their old Dad had been”, but it was obvious that all the
self-doubt and worry went considerably further than simply the events of that one night
all those years ago.
John Coldwell and I made arrangements to meet again and talk some more about the Folk
scene and the sixties. Before we could get together there was a message on the net, ‘the
man who’d shouted ‘Judas’ had died’. I was shaken out of my skin as I thought it was
Keith who’d gone. It never occurred to me that it could be John. Andy Kershaw was
away so I put in frantic calls to Keith’s Toronto number. By this time Keith had not only
been named as dead on the internet but even in the Observer newspaper. When I
discovered that he was alive I assumed he’d go ape and sue the papers. He didn’t.
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John died of asthma. I haven’t received any details about the circumstances of Keith’s
death yet, but we know he was an asthmatic too. Sometimes there’s just too much
coincidence.
Like the night I took his picture down was the night he died, and the day the Judas glass
shattered was the day I was informed of his passing. Sometimes there are just too many
coincidences, too many threads, too many links, too many mournings.

Keith and John – Rest In Peace
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PLEASE HEED THE CALL
By
Richard Lewis
I have to admit that before last Saturday I had never heard of Paul Wellstone. I should
have though. From everything I have read since he sounds like he was a good, honest
and courageous American. I say was, as last Friday (October 25th) he was killed in a
plane crash near Eveleth a small town in north-eastern Minnesota.
Paul Wellstone was also the Senator for Minnesota and had been so for the past 12 years
and was standing for re-election next month. His first act in 1991 had been to oppose
Bush Senior's Gulf War and his last act in office was to oppose the Iraq War proposals of
the current President Bush.
I didn't know who Wellstone was but Dylan did. At his concert in Denver on Saturday,
October 26th Dylan spoke his only words of the night after singing The Times They Are
A-Changin' saying "that song was for my man, the great Senator from Minnesota". A
few days later when Dylan was actually in Minnesota for a show in St Paul, before
singing High Water he said, "this is to my man who reached the end of the road up in
Eveleth".
To make it absolutely clear how he felt about current events Dylan has also been singing
Don Henley's The End of the Innocence which was written about the Reagan era but is
also applicable to the current Bush administration.
O beautiful for spacious skies, but now those skies are threatening,
They're beating ploughshares into swords, for this tired old man we elected king.
Dylan has also been singing about another Old Man, this time the song of that name by
Neil Young. Why this song out of so many and why now? Well as I and others have
noted there is a lot of family references and thinking about parents in Love and Theft.
Also as I mentioned in my article on "Wonder Boys" that is the very Neil Young song
that is on the soundtrack and links with Dylan's own Shooting Star as a commentary on
the relationship between the man and boy in the film. In fact it is the writer and his own
younger self.
Dylan has also been singing several of Warren Zevon's songs. Although terminally ill
with cancer Zevon managed to get to Dylan's LA show and Dylan is rumoured to be
appearing on his next, final album. In Accidentally Like A Martyr Zevon refers to an
"abandoned love" and "time out of mind". You can hear, I'm sure, Dylan singing these
lines from Mutineer:
I was born to rock the boat, some may sink but we will float
Haven't figured out "Brown Sugar" yet unless it's just a tribute to his secret second wife.
Sounds like a good tour though.
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The Sophisticated Beggar
By Robert Forryan
Roy Harper walked onto the small stage at about 9.00pm. He just strolled on from the
back wearing a long-sleeved casual shirt, buttoned at the neck and wrists, and pale
corduroy trousers. He was carrying what looked like an A4 writing pad upon which
seemed to be scrawled, in large lettering, the set list for the evening. This was 17
October, 2002, The Lemon Grove, Exeter University – a small venue that was nearly full
with an audience of some 200 persons (both sexes, all ages). He might have been one of
the university’s lecturers coming to give a seminar on Huxley’s ‘The Doors Of
Perception’ – if anyone studies such things anymore. These days Harper has longish,
wispy grey hair and beard, adding to the professorial aura. As he tuned his acoustic guitar
in homage to the traditions of ‘60s folk music, I thought how good it would be to see Bob
Dylan alone and unplugged in such an intimate setting, and how much I would like to see
Dylan so casually dressed.
The 9 o’clock appearance was because Roy’s son, Nick, had done a warm-up set of 7 or 8
songs – also performed solo and acoustic – in which he had performed with great verve
and strummed so rapidly and so hard (Richie Havens-like) that he broke a string.
Roy himself opened with 3 or 4 songs solo before Nick joined him onstage to provide
additional electric or acoustic guitar as needed. A Roy Harper concert is almost as much
about the between-song chat as it is about the music. He talked to the small audience and,
sometimes, we talked back and he would respond in turn to our words, often humorously,
always warmly.
Roy still carries the torch for the dreams and ideals of the Sixties – addressing us in
vague, absent-minded professorial tones about the environment, resistance to religion,
opposition to the death penalty, peace, war, time and space, eternity and Red Giants. He
never once sounded preachy or self-righteous, but he reminded us of what the Sixties had
meant, and he spoke quietly, calmly and without rhetoric – like a man who knew his
place in the Cosmos and who would be able to die, whenever the time came, at ease with
himself.
His songs covered many of the same themes. He said he had deliberately set out on this
tour to sing some of his lesser-known songs. Roy played a sweet, mellow guitar and his
voice was as clear and pure as mineral water – you would never think he had inhaled
tobacco in his life. This man – born just 19 days after Bob Dylan in 1941 – is living proof
that the voice does not have to deteriorate with the years.
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I am struggling to remember as much about a magical evening as I can. I remember his
antipathy towards capital punishment and him saying how its presence in the world – in
America as well as Iraq – demeaned us all. I recall him speaking of how he couldn’t
imagine how lost and rejected must be the feelings of the innocent who are sentenced to
death, and of how a world in which all nations renounced capital punishment would
immediately grow in true humanity. In saying this, he acknowledged the horror of some
recent murders but argued that state murder in return was not the answer. Linked to this
theme he stated his disdain for the warmongers, but said that George W and Saddam
should not be executed but locked up together in the same room until they somehow
discovered their common humanity. His contempt for politicians should be taken as read.
At another point Roy talked of how Miles Davis had been one of his heroes and of how
affected he was by Davis’ death. He described Davis’ music as being about space and
then played his tribute to the jazz man, ‘Miles Remains’. In the process of performing
this 1992 song, Harper created so many sounds with one acoustic guitar that it was
possible to close your eyes and imagine you were listening to a four-piece band. In other
words, Roy himself created the space for more and more music – music that was in itself
the sound of astronomical space. Simply lovely.
I hope that I have not made Roy Harper sound too good to be true. He was certainly not
sanctimonious in any sense. His chat was filled with much humour but I cannot recall all
the best things he said. I do remember that before singing ‘The Sophisticated Beggar’ he
told a tale of his early days as a busker and of how his wife used to collect the cash: “She
was a zoologist and botanist. Come to think of it, there are a few botanical smells wafting
across this stage just now”.
Near the end he talked of his home on the west coast of Ireland and how, after a hot day
followed by a cold night, the mists roll in over the valleys creating the impression of a
ghostly inland sea where you might see the ‘Marie Celeste’. And then he sang the song
he wrote about such days – ‘The Green Man’:
And slowly I can feel me
Slipping peacefully away
Moment by each moment
To some future yesterday
Roy Harper is an English original. Being in the same room as this man was a pleasure, a
privilege and a totally life-enhancing experience. He made you appreciate what matters
in, and what is precious about, this life. What more can you ask of an artist or a friend? I
left the theatre feeling uplifted. For a few hours Harper had made me feel, not just that I
was a better person than I am, but that humanity itself may even be redeemable – though
he doesn’t believe in any deity.
At the end Roy Harper responded to our applause by quietly and gently clapping his
hands in a gesture of thanks. Then he said ‘thank you’ and how much he’d enjoyed the
evening and hoped he would be with us again sometime. And he meant it. It had all been
so gentle, so moving, yet so low key and free of popstar grimaces and posing, that I’m
tempted to say it was all quintessentially English. There – I’ve said it.
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Still A Slow Train Coming?
By Neil Watson
“I’m tired of waiting for tomorrow to come
Or that train to come roarin’ round the bend
(Bruce Springsteen)

“What I find tragic is that he (Dylan) didn’t stand by the record,.. that he couldn’t see
how brilliant it was. Obviously it’s a brave thing to suddenly start writing songs about
Jesus, but I think he allowed other people to dictate what he should feel about the record
later on.” A quote from Sinead O’Connor on one of the biggest influences on her
troubled life, Dylan’s “Slow Train Coming” album.
The last part of the quote is open to debate of course.
Ms O’Connor has sung her praises of this album on previous occasions claiming to have
gotten through “about 15 copies of it”! If this is the case then great, this is what listening
to Mr Dylan is all about. I agree that “Slow Train Coming” is a very powerful and
influencial statement.
What is so commendable in Sinead O’Connors case is that she was only about 13 years
old when she first heard this record. For this album to have such a profound affect on
one so young is a statement in it’s self.
Sinead was brought up with a staunch Catholic upbringing of course and felt that Ireland
was run as a dictatorship by the Catholic Church.
Sinead is also quoted as saying of the “Slow Train” album;
“As a young woman growing up in the last 20 years of that dictatorship,
I found it incredible that somebody could make a spiritual record that

Was also sexy, that showed you could be in love with God and still be
A sexual being”.

She loved the album so much she gave herself a mission.
“One day I’m going to meet everybody that played on this record,
And I have, right down to one of the backing vocalists.”
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This was the album that made me want to sing professionally. It also had an influence on
my first album being called “The Lion And The Cobra” That Old Testament imagery
And a certain spirituality that I was trying to bring to my songs.
After the release of the “Slow Train Coming” album back in 1979 Dylan performed 3 of
the songs live on the US “Saturday Nite Live” programme. He gave stunning
performances of “Gotta Serve Somebody”, “I Believe In You” and “When You Gonna
Wake Up”. I still maintain that these were better versions than on the album. But then
Dylan was to deliver many more powerful versions of these and other songs from “Slow
Train” on the 1979/1980 tours. He was on a surge of artistic creativity with his new found
faith.
Dylan also never looked more vulnerable. Who could ever forget that moment right at
the end of the “Saturday Nite Live” performance when host Eric Idle put his arm around
Dylan almost to console him!
When I first aquired a copy of the “Saturday Nite Live” video after one of the early
Manchester Conventions I played it to death. It was never out of the machine!
This was at a time when any video footage of Bob Dylan was very scarce
to say the least.
At the time stuff like the ‘cut’ version of the “Hard Rain” tv Special and camera copies of
“Don’t Look Back” were circulating. We still thought they were great if you could
manage to blag a copy from someone, but in reality the quality was crap!

Back to the plot though. Sometimes it takes a Leap Of Faith to get things going. Ooops,
that’s another Bruce quote. The title of a song from his 1992 “Lucky Town” album.
Springsteen is very much in vogue again at the moment with the release of “The
Rising”album. An album of new songs written about his thoughts and reaction to the
9/11 atrocities. I have only just got a copy of this album and I really haven’t found the
time it requires to listen to yet. I have over the last couple of weeks caught live tv
performances of some of the songs. The “Letterman Show” and MTV broadcasts. I have
to say that, as in most cases with me, I found that the slower more ballady numbers came
over a lot more effective to me. I do find Bruce with the full E-Street a bit too over
dramatic. I feel he is always at his best when he is away from the ‘Rockstar’ leading the
band mode. I’m referring to classic songs like “Streets Of Philadelphia” and “Dead Man
Walking” for example. Two of my favourite Springsteen albums are the acoustic
“Nebraska” and “The Ghost Of Tom Joad” recordings. Likewise a lot of the songs from
the “Lucky Town” album.
Over the years the critics have claimed that Dylan spoilt “Blood On The Tracks” because
it was ‘under-produced’! I tend not to agree. I think this masterpiece is just that.
The backing and the music are very minimal, but effective. Set against THOSE lyrics,
what did it really matter?
A final footnote. The singer/songwriter Steve Earle has also just released an album called
“Jerusalem” with songs relating to 9/11. These songs are not anti-American. I wonder
how much attention Earl’s album will receive compared to that of Springteen’s?
I think we all know the answer. Shame really, as Steve Earle is a very talented
songwriter, and can he sing! But Springsteen sells zillions whilst Earle sells ziltch.
That’s the way of the world. That’s how it goes.
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Intellectual Property Rights
Peer To Peer Networks
By Russell Blatcher
The World Wide Web is already an endless, if unmapped wonderland, and a matchless
research resource. The proliferation of Peer to Peer Applications has added a new
dimension to it, but raises many issues about the ownership of music and video.
For those who don’t know (the rest please forgive me), a peer to peer network, in
essence, allows individuals connected to the internet to search part of other users’
filestores for music, pictures, video, in fact for any kind of file, which can then be
downloaded to their computer. They in turn grant access to some of their own files to the
outside world. This works best for those with broadband access, because it is faster in
both directions (download and upload). But it is perfectly manageable for those with
normal 56K modems, as long as they are prepared to leave their connection on for long
periods (typically overnight). Obviously this depends upon both the kind of contract they
have with their Internet Service Provider, and on their (or others’) need to access the
phone-line. Because of the sheer size of the on-line community, the number of files that
are available in this way is immense.
Some of these applications abuse the access granted to your computer. This is mainly via
Spyware – code which surreptitiously collects information about you for it’s real
customers, advertisers. AdAware (free down load from Lavasoft.com) is an essential tool
for revealing such software, whatever it’s source.
Once the technical matters are settled, we are left with only questions of Philosophy and
Morality. As you doubtless know, Napster was harried and pursued through the American
courts, and prevented from operating.
I have no idea how much material was available from Napster in it’s heyday. This, I
suspect is the issue for the record companies: Just how easy is it now for the average
computer user to download CDs? Finding what you want and successfully downloading it
are rather different matters, since the popular items are in huge demand. However the
peer-to-peer applications supply queuing mechanisms, which is why a broadband
connection or overnight connections are essential.
Assuming someone does manage to download an album from the Internet, what will they
then do? Most users now have the necessary hardware and software to create music CDs
that they can then play on any normal stereo. What they don’t have is the packaging.
While there are many Internet sites, which provide high quality copies of Bootleg
Albums covers, I know of none that offer the covers of commercially available albums,
of sufficient resolution to print out. If you try printing the thumbnail size JPGs or GIFs,
which sites like Amazon use in their adverts, you will only see the pixels. Of course you
can create your own covers, and there are many applications you can use to do this.
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However the end product is always going to be limited by the available printers. If I
understand the nature of Western culture at all, the average consumer is not going to be
satisfied with a homemade CD-R. Like most ‘products’ the essence lies not in the
content, but in the packaging.
So what is the threat to record company profits? If these are falling, it is not because of
the Internet, but because of the product they are offering. If rock and roll and modern pop
begins in the mid fifties they now have nearly fifty years worth of material, and the one
thing the record companies have always been good at is eating their own young. Now
they can recycle a vast store of material to create tepid versions of (they hope) forgotten
hits. This is no new thing. Peter Sellers long ago introduced a song with the words, “This
is an obscure folk song I found hidden away at the top of the American hit parade.” (One
other immortal line from that masterpiece: “..From his shirt tail to his trousers was the
well known Cumberland Gap” - Suddenly It’s Folk Song, released on The Best Of Sellers,
1958).
The terrifying thing is that this has worked as well as it has. One great virtue of the
availability of on-line music is the ability to seek out the originals for yourself, and
discover just how pale the copies sound next to their templates. How often these days is a
single or album release a cultural event in itself, as for example some Bob Dylan or
David Bowie albums were?
The underlying issue, as ever is money. The user can buy blank CD-Rs for a few pence
so he knows that the raw material costs of the commercially released CD is virtually nil.
The entire selling price goes on the music alone. Once this is separated from the medium
on which it has been recorded (via MP3 and on line transmission) the record company
has truly lost control of it, and arguments about copyright are completely academic.
The record companies have followed a similar line of argument to those other masters of
patent and price controls the drug companies: “we have to use the retail receipts to fund
our outlay on research and development.” In the case of music, this attempt to present
themselves as cultural benefactors is utterly mendacious. Their interference in the
development of new artists has always corrupted that process.
A performer or composer in any genre should be able to follow a natural path of
development, presenting their work in live performance, building an audience appropriate
to their significance and talent. Instead, now more than ever, the recording companies
step in at the very first stage, choosing their ‘artists’ on totally commercial grounds
(however comically misguided). They thrust them straight at a mass audience by
manipulating their allies the broadcast media. Whatever the outcome, success or failure,
the performer is removed from their original environment and audience, either to the
arena stages or the dole queue.
The audition process for young people now being used on Pop Idols and its successors is
a paradigm of this process. There is no middle way for the artist; it is either complete
success or complete failure. Those with enough talent merely to sing in the local pub or
club are tempted to overreach themselves, and, having ‘failed’ in the eyes of the cynical
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industry jury, will never be satisfied with that again. The crazy thing about this is that no
one can predict what kind of performer will be popular. This is particularly apparent in
comedy. The BBC after a long history of shows which no media figure would have
picked for success (Goons, Monty Python, League of Gentlemen, Phoenix Nights), now
realise that they cannot predict public tastes. Just listen to some of the stuff they
broadcast on Radio 4. They can’t tell what works, so they give anyone a chance, though
much of it is utterly dire.
The idealised model for the artist in society described above is in essence what is called
the folk process. You may think that this is bound to be eroded by modern technology.
However, I would suggest that the World Wide Web could offer a means by which the
folk process can continue. Any one can publish their work on it. The difference from LPs,
CDs, radio and television is that no one can control it. If they can’t control it, they can’t
make money from it. Profit is the poison in all art forms, not technology. Let them sell
computers, TVs and the rest, and leave music for artists to share with their peers.
One particular aspect of this issue, of great relevance to the on-line Bob Dylan
community, is the potential to make the vast body of Dylan Bootlegs more widely
available. This would irritate not only Dylan and Sony, but also those who relish having
something which others cannot get. For anyone outside the magic circle of collectors it is
more difficult now than ever to get hold of older bootlegs, since the proliferation of CDRs has meant that the bootleg operators make much shorter runs of disks because they
know they will themselves be bootlegged almost instaneously. Possession of such
material should not depend on whom you happen to know.
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WHAT WAS IT YOU WANTED by Jim Gillan
Owing to
A lack of inspiration
And even less time,
The usual nonsense has been replaced
By this.
It sheds no light,
Nor offers a diversion of sorts.
There are no attempts at humour.
Nor any inanities. Just the usual
Insanity.
It’s not writers block. I’m not
A writer.
Nor is it laziness.
I’m working hard at this.
The reverse of this page is blank. Would it
Be better if
The front was too?
(If reading this
In Acrobat
Use your
Imagination)
Art produces
A load of excuses
That sometimes
Sell
Well
Said the critic with
Hauteur
That depends on
The author
And Gillan
Only sounds very approximately
Like Dylan
Too much confusion
Not all on
My part
I’ll try and do better
Next time.
Which is what Bob and Sony should be saying about
The Bootleg Series Vol 5

NOW WASH YOUR HANDS
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I was interested to read Chris’ article last month. Always good to see someone else doing
a bit of soul searching – it makes me feel as though I’m not alone. With that in mind, and
unable to Email him with my response, I thought I’d put a few ideas on paper here. Much
of what Chris asked are themes that I addressed in my Take Me On A Trip cartoon series
last year, so, at the risk of repeating myself, here goes.
WHEN DOES A HOBBY BECOME AN OBSESSION? AND WHEN DOES THE
OBSESSION THREATEN YOUR NORMAL EXISTENCE?
Tough one. Speaking from experience – and I’d guess that this is probably true of all
ourselves, Dylan or otherwise – you only realise that you have turned the corner from
fan, collector, whatever to obsessive with the benefit of hindsight. For me, it happened
during the mid-80’s and early 90’s. Those were the years when I collected books and
bootlegs and tapes and videos not because I wanted them all but because I felt that I had
to have them. Much of what I bought, traded and collected remained (and, if I still have
them, remains) unplayed but it felt good to have them and all those creaking shelves
stockpiled with stuff was kind of reassuring that I was keeping, if not ahead of, at least up
with the game. Except, of course, I wasn’t; there was always something else to get and so
I was never satisfied with what I had but always fretting about what I didn’t have. It
threatened my normal existence because it wasn’t a normal existence. I didn’t even have
time to watch the videos because my evenings were spent corresponding with others or
cartooning and writing for Freewheelin’, Isis, Homer and then, for a while, Dignity. As
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Chris says, you start Bob projects and pretty soon they’re ruling your life and, once again,
you end up continuing with them because you feel you have to, even when you really
don’t want to.
HOW DO YOU PRIORITISE THESE THINGS?
It’s easy nowadays. I’ve dropped a lot of what I used to do. I no longer feel the need to
collect video and have gotten rid of much of what I used to have. The same goes for the
audios. I still collect several shows on CD-R but play them when I have the time and the
inclination. Some don’t get played for weeks but at least they do get played. Other than
that, my main priority is the Freewheelin’ material – the cartoons because I still enjoy
doing them and 20 Pounds which, in it’s new format, is easier and more fun to do. My
correspondence is down to maybe half a dozen contacts and nowadays I’ll write perhaps
once a month instead of once or, at the height of the madness - twice a week.

WHO DO YOU LET DOWN?

Anyone but my family. Jamie’s arrival helped me put everything into perspective. Chris
knows more than me that, as soon as you stop doing something you’re going to
disappoint someone. It’s a problem and one that carries it’s fair share of guilt complexes.
I’m over it and I guess that, if I did ever let anyone down, they’re over it too. Of course
I’m sure that the people who relied on me are a mere fraction of the people who rely on
Chris and I don’t want to sound too casual about this. People do tend to take you for
granted , though. I realised it and I’m sure you must, Chris? I guess my decisions were
somewhat easier to make through a steady decrease of interest in all things Dylan (and, at
times, with Dylan himself) until I reached a sensible and manageable level. Still, they
were decisions that had to be made and ones that we all have to make if we want a
degree of “normality” in our life. Perhaps, Chris, the easiest course for you might be to
decrease everything to some degree rather than cut out some things completely. Just a
thought, and one you’ve probably considered anyway.
IS TIME AN ENEMY OR NOT?

I try to be friends with time these days. Chris, if you want my humble opinion, retirement
and total immersion into the Dylan world 24 hours a day, 7 days a week would be the
worse thing to do. As you say, there are so many other things (family, movies, books,
music) that deserve attention. Like Chris, I’m lucky in that Angela learned to live with it
and never forced me into a “Bob or me” ultimatum. If she had, even at the peak of my
craziness, I’d like to think that I’d have done the right thing, but am I 100% sure that I
would have? Ask me another.

These days I am probably more relaxed than at any time during the past couple of
decades or more. I set aside time for my family, time for Bob and Freewheelin’ and, just
as importantly, time for me. Time to get to know me for the first time ever. If that sounds
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a bit New Agey, it isn’t meant to but I find that I like myself a whole lot more nowadays
than I ever did. I guess I hit a kind of mid-life crisis a couple of years ago and I’m still
working through it. I’d been pissed off in my job for a while so, three months ago, I went
out and got myself a better one. Now I’m working at Norwich’s Crown Court and so I
even get to feel that I’m doing my little bit for society. Yes, friends and neighbours, I am
a happier bunny these days. Could I be happier? Possibly, but I don’t worry about it so
much anymore.

There we are, I hope this may have been of some help. If nothing else, it was good to get
it down on paper.

Finally, in response to C.P.Lee’s article, you might be interested to know that Johnny
Depp, who bought Bela Lugosi’s old house in 1996, starred in Tim Burton’s affectionate
1994 homage to eternal B-Movie maker Ed Wood and played alongside Martin Landau
as a stunningly accurate Lugosi (deservedly winning an Oscar for Best Actor). Wood
discovered Lugosi as a morphine-addicted, broke and broken old man and, though he
never realised his dream of resurrecting Lugosi’s career, he did at least give him the
chance to act in front of the cameras again and spend his last few years with a little
dignity. It’s a quite marvellous movie (like Dylan, Burton has had far, far more artistic –
and commercial – successes than failures) and one that I would not hesitate in
recommending to anyone who has not seen it.
Two years after making the movie, Depp buys Lugosi’s old place. Coincidence? I
think not. Unfortunately, I can’t find a Dylan connection to add another thread to C.P’s
pretty impressive collection of threads, though “Ed Wood” was shot in black and white,
which is Dylan’s preferred medium and the young Zimmerman would have been the right
age to catch Wood’s infamous “Plan 9 From Outer Space” upon it’s release in the late
1950’s. Not so much a thread as a little piece of cotton but enough for this month, I think.
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CAN YOU TELL ME WHERE
WE’RE HEADING?
THE RESPONSE???

I got an advance copy of the Live RTR
double the other day. Not a bootleg
pastiche but the real thing. I find it a real
mixed bag.
On the bonus side it’s very nice to have
the recordings all in such great quality
and to sit back and hear a 1975 RTR
show unveil before you. I expect many
of Dylan’s fan-base will be overjoyed
with this record. There are of course
some marvelous versions here. Cannot
believe how well the Dylan / Baez duets
sound. And of course Isis, and
Hurricane, there are lots of high spots for
sure. So is misery gonna run it down
now?

Chris Cooper
I would like to thank everyone who
replied to my heartfelt questions last
month.
I would like to but no one did reply so
guess I can’t. What a shame, time was a
comment in FW elicited a response but I
guess I am dwelling in past glories.
Remember guys it’s more fun together
than alone in Dylan land.

Well just a little bit yes.

Well I guess I had best stick to straight
article based material in future? That
way no response is required. Hell, I hope
you actually READ this stuff. Boy!
Wouldn’t that be the worst reason for
getting no response??

You know, we are sometimes
In the position where our detailed
knowledge of the past gets in the way of
things, and this is one of them. If I had
never heard an RTR tape then this would
be manna from heaven, as it is it’s a
pretty nice set. But (here it comes)
I cannot understand why CBS have
decided to misrepresent a show in this
way. Both the opening song
(Masterpiece) and the closing one (This
Land) are missing. Why? In the case of
Masterpiece we know the song exists in

Just in case anyone did read last months
piece and is till wondering then life is a
little better here though things are by no
means resolved. But enough about me.
Let’s talk Bob.
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Isn’t this the trouble of knowing what
we know? If I was a wide eyed innocent
who thought this was truly
representative of a RTR show then I
would be happy with what we are being
given instead of carping on about what
else we could have. I find it equally
funny in that when Dylan’s tour double
of the previous tour to this (1974) came
out I was complaining again. Why?
Because the record included a number of
Band tracks WIITHOUT Dylan. He
can’t win can he?
Back then I was less informed than I am
now. (I was also younger, slimmer, fitter
and even sexier!!(Yes I know it’s hard to
believe)) But as time has passed I have
seen the wisdom in what they did. It was
made clear that the tour was “Bob Dylan
& The Band” and not just a Dylan tour.
Now all these years later I find myself
wishing that same rule had been applied
here.

it’s entirety as it opens that marvelous
film “Renaldo & Clara”. In the case of”
This Land” things are even more
frustrating as you can hear the start of
the song but the recording quickly fades
out on the album!
Add to this the fact that each record is
only 52 mins long, so there was lots of
room for other tracks. But there is other
strangeness going on also.
Why was the Dylan / Baez set split into
two halves and Dylan’s solo tracks
inserted in the middle? To my mind it
breaks the continuity of the concert in a
quite basic and unnecessary way, there is
just no point in breaking the show this
way. Of course we all know that the
tracks are from several rather than a
single performance but as far as we
know there was NEVER an occasion
when this happened at the show.
I have but one more observation about
this that I think needs making.

Oh well, lets hear Isis again!!
The Rolling Thunder Tour was about a
“musical circus” one which attracted
many other famous friends of Bob to the
shows, Dylan’s set each night was
roughly half the show. On this disc none
of the other artists are featured at all.
Why? In view of the fact that Dylan has
been plugging Warren Zevon
relentlessly since his announcement of
terminal illness he has passed an
opportunity here to show the guy some
tangible support. Most of the 75 shows
featured Zevons “Werewolves Of
London” and if it had been included here
Zevons family could have picked up a
nice fat royalty check. And we would
have more of a show.
Pause to get back breath.
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Pressing On
By Paula Radice
No graphics this issue, I’m afraid. My PC at home has given up the ghost –
coincidentally (I think) while I was updating my Dylan booklist – and is apparently
beyond salvation, so I have been struggling on with the laptop from school. I’ve been
using the nifty new British Telecom Internet booths to check my emails and keep tabs on
my bidding on eBay, and they’re surprisingly good, but apologies if you’ve contacted me
recently and I’ve not replied immediately. I can’t get into my email address book, either,
so please bear with me if you haven’t heard from me in a while…
Anyway, it’s been a busy month, and there’s been more than enough Dylan material to
read. They’re coming thick and fast at the moment, and I’m going to try to review three
here. They’re a very mixed bunch, and if you’re not a completist collector, I’m sure you
will feel able to pick and choose what you buy. They are not all indispensable, by any
means…
Let’s start with the ridiculous before we attempt anything even tending towards the
sublime. Bob Dylan: Gypsy Troubadour by Robert G. Anstey (West Coast Paradise
Publishing) is a dire little self-published piece of almost complete nonsense, by someone
who has been a fan of Dylan’s since 1965, without apparently reading anything ever
published about the man (despite the fact that there is a short bibliography included) or
picking up any of the current thinking about his work.
Mostly extremely irritating to read because of its lack of depth and its terminal addiction
to the sloppy cliché (“Today Bob Dylan remains as a true troubadour with a gypsy
spirit”), Gypsy Troubadour is under-researched and laughably superficial, and easily the
hardest Dylan book to read since Chris Rowley’s awful Blood on the Tracks. It reads like
the worst sort of undergraduate essay – I should know, I’ve marked a few in my time –
the sort where the writer knows exactly the minimum amount of background information
about a subject but feels the need to rehash it in the most pompous, self-aggrandizing way
possible. Comments are always sweeping and total, with no room for discussion or
doubt.
Prepare to laugh. Here is Anstey’s considered opinion of Bob’s 1960s corpus of electric
songs (as opposed to the “protest” songs, of course):
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Lyrically I personally find the words to be a little tiresome, forced and
definitely stuck in the 1960s but there is no denying the power there. In
fact, Dylan wasn’t really saying anything in those songs generally and
maybe that was the beauty of them in the 1960s, but today I like a song to
say something, to give me a message or a story or something that makes
me want to hear them over and over again.
So much for Desolation Row and Visions of Johanna then, eh?
Anstey appears to have an almost complete lack of comprehension of anything Dylan
has done since 1964, and writes off everything since the ‘60s anyway (there is, for
example, a breakdown of Dylan’s career, decade by decade, that covers the 1980s in just
two paragraphs and the 1990s in three). Time Out of Mind garners the staggering
criticism that “some of the songs were merely blues progressions with not a lot of fire
underneath them” (which ones exactly, he doesn’t specify). The songs on “Love and
Theft” (which Anstey does not realize needs inverted commas) are dismissed as
“fictitious and superficial”, “simple and trite”. Apparently we poor deluded souls who go
to see him in concert these days do so “more because of who is he is rather than what he
will be playing”: all Dylan concert performances now, according to Anstey, contain only
deliberate “mutilations” of previously great songs.
Dylan will doubtless be devastated to know that Anstey sees him “as more of a cultural
icon than a creative force in the music industry”. I personally see Robert G. Anstey more
as the producer of expensive toilet paper than a Dylan writer with any authority. A book
definitely to be missed, unless you are a sad completist collector like me who has to buy
this sort of rubbish and just sigh deeply as it gets put it on the bookshelves.
Phew, that was fun. Normally, I try to be as balanced and positive about reviews as I can
be, because there is nearly always something of merit in any Dylan book, and I want to
be fair to the author. It’s not often that a book with no discernible merits comes along.
The next book, Restless Pilgrim. The Spiritual Journey of Bob Dylan by Scott M.
Marshall (with Marcia Ford), published by Relevant Books, is rather harder to review.
My initial thoughts about it were very mixed (I’m tempted to say it’s a “curate’s egg”,
but the sacerdotal reference would be inappropriate – much too High Church!). I noticed
with disappointment that it is yet another Dylan book which purports to be a serious
analysis of an aspect of Dylan’s art, but yet it doesn’t have an index. Why are so many
Dylan books published without indices? It seems to me to be, if anything, symptomatic
of an insecurity in the minds of some writers about Dylan that their subject is, in the final
end (as Bob might say), really worthy of serious academic treatment. Well, either he is
or he isn’t. Let’s make our minds up, eh? If we’re writing works that are to be of use to
researchers, academics and writers in the future, they must have indices. End of
preaching rant (until next time).
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Restless Pilgrim starts very well. The introduction, by Marcia Ford, neatly sums up the
twists and turns of the “is-he-isn’t-he, Christian-or-Jew?” debate that have dogged Dylan
since 1979, with a light humour which takes as its model the “Well, you never know” line
that Dylan himself took in many of the interviews which touched on the issue of his
religious adherences.
From there on in, though, things get a little more problematic. Scott M. Marshall, as we
know from his other writings in The Bridge, Isis and On the Tracks, knows his Dylan –
very much unlike the hapless Mr. Anstey – and also knows how to write a convincing
sentence. The whole book is easy and interesting to read. But – and it’s a big but – the
premises of the book are, for me, built on sand (you’ll have to forgive the Biblical
references, I’m afraid: I’m deliberately listening to Saved as I’m typing this, and it’s
obviously affecting me…).
When does Dylan’s “spiritual journey” start? Although the religious references in
Dylan’s pre-1979 songs are mentioned, and the assertion is made (rightly, I think we
would all agree) that Bob’s songs have always marked him out as a seeker after spiritual
truth, the impression that Restless Pilgrim very much gives is that the only really
interesting part of Bob’s spiritual journey came after his experience of Christ’s presence.
This leads to some crucial inattention to earlier developments. For example, John Wesley
Harding does not get the attention it would seem to me it deserves as a marker stone
along the way of Dylan’s journey.
For the main part, and I believe damagingly, this post-’79 emphasis is due to an implied
(and sometimes explicitly stated) belief in the sheer rightness of Christian belief that
skews much of the analysis and makes the book difficult to read in an objective way.
There is no doubt that it is preaching to the converted: Relevant Books is a Christian
publishing house, with an associated website magazine that covers, according to an
advert inside the back cover of the book, “God, life and progressive culture like nothing
else…from an intelligent, God-centered perspective”.
Now, there’s nothing wrong, of course, with coming at Dylan from a Christian
perspective. Bert Cartwright did it brilliantly in The Bible in the Lyrics of Bob Dylan.
For most of this book it’s just an undertone that can be discerned rather than a prevailing
force. There are, however, several occasions when Christian exclusivity takes over and
leads Marshall into full-out editorializing. For example, when discussing Dylan’s choice
of songs on the 1987 tour, and especially in his concerts in Israel, he states that
The fact that the songs represented a mixed message is due to perhaps
history’s greatest tragedy, that Jesus has largely been dismissed by Jews
though He was himself a Jew.
Far worse is the prejudice revealed in this phrase:
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Dylan’s family life [as a child in Hibbing] was similar to that of many
Jewish households in America, in which Judaism is just enough of a factor
to be an influence but not enough to become an obsession.
Ignore for a moment the fact that nowhere in the book does Marshall provide much
evidence at all as to the nature of the Zimmerman family’s Jewishness in the 1940s and
1950s: the offence in that sentence lies fully in the word “obsession”. Would a family
practising committed Christian observance be described as “obsessive”? One guesses
not. At best, the use of the word “obsession” is extremely patronizing. At worst, it is
veiled religious bigotry. No wonder so many of Dylan’s pre-1979 fans were worried at
his apparent conversion. Lack of tolerance is the danger in all fundamentalist religious
stances, as Dylan himself seemed to demonstrate in his anti-gay statements in concert
“raps” during 1979 and 1980. It’s never pleasant to come across.
Having said that, there are also structural problems in Restless Pilgrim. Post-1979
chronological coverage of Dylan’s career aims to be comprehensive but falls into a
double trap of being both superficial, and at times, irrelevant. What significance could
there be, for example, in Dylan’s involvement in an episode of Dharma and Greg in
1999? Other, much more significant events, like the writing and recording of
Neighbourhood Bully, receive practically no mention and certainly no analysis. Not all
of the Bible-laden songs of Oh Mercy are discussed, and those that are are each covered
in a single, sometimes very short, paragraph (indeed, most of the paragraphs in this book
are short, which intensifies the impression that nothing is covered in sufficient depth).
There are many occasions when one wants to know more, or to see issues discussed from
a wider variety of perspectives.
However, Restless Pilgrim is written very readably, and is worth investigating. It made
me listen to Saved again, and that can’t be bad. The sincerity and power of the songs
can’t be denied, when all’s said and done.
Olof’s Files – a Bob Dylan Performance Guide (published by Hardinge Simpole) is a
very different kettle of fish, a massive reference work comprising twelve volumes and an
Index (yes, an Index!), and collecting together all the information tirelessly compiled on
the Internet by Olof Björner. I’ve said before how much admiration and respect I have
for anyone that has the ability, dedication and patience to undertake these hugely detailed
tasks of reference, because I just don’t possess those talents myself. It is a vast
undertaking, and a significant updating of the information available previously in printed
works (Krogsgaard, Dundas, Heylin). The amount of time it must have taken is just
staggering.
The volumes are being published sporadically, and not in chronological order, for reasons
that haven’t been made clear. So far, I have seen Volumes 1 (1958-9) and 7 (1991-2) and
the Index, but only in paperback. The hardbacks, apparently, are on their way. It will be
up to others to assess the accuracy of the listings, but my guess is that, as the Files have
been on the Internet for some years, any glaring inaccuracies or omissions would have
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been spotted. It certainly looks very impressive on the page, and I can foresee myself
using it in a variety of ways. It is a highly worthwhile, if not indispensable, undertaking.
However, I have very serious reservations about the way it has been produced. The most
important criticism is that, for the money the publishers are asking for it, Olof’s Files
does not constitute value for money in any way. Each paperback will cost £25; each
hardback will be £35. The whole series will therefore cost the paperback collector over
£300, and the collector of hardbacks over £450.
As I said above, I haven’t seen the hardbacks yet, but the production values of the
paperbacks leaves everything to be desired. The A4 books have only a plain-coloured
card cover. Graphics are absolutely minimal – a few Xeroxed handbills, singles sleeves
etc, and a few ( a very few – only three or four per volume) tiny black and white inconcert photos. All of which is highly disappointing. How can Hardinge Simpole
possibly believe that their prices are appropriate? I may be jumping the gun on the
hardbacks – perhaps they’ll come with hand tooled antelope-hide covers and previously
unseen colour photographs on every other page – but the paperback at least is very
significantly overpriced. £15 would be fairer; and even then the sheer number of
volumes is going to lead to a full-set price that most collectors (I anticipate) will not be
happy or indeed prepared to pay. It’s a very great shame, because Olof’s Files promises
to be the first in a series of Dylan writings the publisher is producing, and it could all
have been much more exciting.
I fully intended, this month, to write about the Neil Corcoran-edited “Do You Mr.
Jones?” Bob Dylan With the Poets and Professors, but I want to do it justice, so will
hold it over again ‘til next month. It’s a significant work, and I’ve gone on long enough
already. If you see it before then, buy it: you won’t regret it.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J.R. Stokes
Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)
Part 15: A Matter of Heat and Light
In part 14 of this series of articles I endeavoured to add some flesh and some colour to the
bare bones of the landscape that I had previously provided in my writings about Dylan’s
song ‘Visions of Johanna'; and that endeavour found me forming various characters into
the picture. In particular I mentioned the Dylan biographer Clinton Heylin who with his
outspoken, and sometimes outrageous, views on certain aspects of Dylan’s career, I
nailed as a colourful character. This time I want to add some colour of a different kind.
Real colour. Colour that dazzles and blinds. The colour of fire and the colour of a bridal
gown. Brilliant red and brilliant white: the kind of colour that made ‘Dulux’ and ‘Crown’
household names.
In his highly acclaimed book ‘ Fearful Symmetry – A Study of William Blake’(96)
Northrop Frye attempts the almost impossible – he submits an explanation of Blake’s
thought in conjunction with a commentary on the poetry of the great Visionary. I have of
course myself referred to some thoughts of William Blake, which have been something of
an inspiration to me, not only in this epic study of ‘Visions of Johanna' but also in the
epic contraflow of my life generally (97). Northrop Fye however takes the matter of
Blake’s thoughts into an entirely different realm.
Frye heads chapter 7 of his book ‘The Thief of Fire’ and in this chapter the author deals,
among other things, with the work ‘The Marriage of Heaven and Hell’, a collection of
poetry and prose that Blake completed in 1789 when he was in his early thirties. ‘The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell’ is part of a series of illustrated, or ‘Illuminated’ books, the
title page to which is engraved with images of human forms being carried in flames from
what Blake considered to be ‘hell’ to his ‘heaven’. In essence however Blake was writing
about a philosophical heaven and hell (and I suppose most are, really) and the images
represent a transition of attitude rather than an incident that harms or changes the human
form. This transition of attitude, Blake calls an ‘apocalypse’ and a ‘resurrection’ and this
basically involves a new way of seeing things, remembering of course that Blake himself
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was able to see angels in trees! According to Blake, if we experienced our own
apocalypse and resurrection, the doors of perception would be cleansed and we would be
able to see a world in a grain of sand. Fry describes Blake’s philosophy a little more
graphically:
‘We are still living in an age of giant stars just as the ants are still living in an age of
giant ferns; the natural man is a mole, and all our mountains are his molehills. In the
resurrection of the body the physical universe would take the form in which it would be
perceived by the risen body, and the risen body would perceive it in the form of paradise.
The complete conquest of nature implied by the words ‘resurrection’ and ‘apocalypse’ is
a mystery bound up with the end of time, but not with death. To the imagination physical
death isolates the part that lives in the spiritual world; but as that world is the real here
and the real now, we do not have to die to live in it…… Similarly, the apocalypse could
occur at any time in history if men wanted it badly enough to stop playing their silly
game of hide-and seek-with nature. Visionaries, artists, prophets and martyrs all live as
though an apocalypse were around the corner, and without this sense of a potentially
imminent crisis imagination loses most of its driving power . (98)
Fry then goes on to explain the way Blake interprets the Bible to support his view of man
coming to real terms with what actually surrounds him, through an ‘apocalypse’ and a
‘resurrection’; if only, of course, man would wake up:
‘That is why in the Bible the apocalypse is often referred to as a wedding, a union in love
in which the relation of man to nature becomes the relation of the lover to the beloved,
the Bridegroom to the Bride.’ (99)
Then we come to the aspect of fire and the reasoning for the heading of the chapter of
‘Fearful Symmetry’ to be called ‘The Thief of Fire’. Frye continues to consider Blake’s
idea of resurrection:
‘And as the risen body perceives the new world, the old one perishes in flames. Why
flames? Because fire is the greatest possible combination in this world of heat and light,
and the risen body lives in the greatest possible combination of the spiritual forms of heat
and light: energy or desire, and reason and vision. Fire destroys the solid form of
nature, and those who have believed nature to be solid will find themselves in a lake of
fire at the Dies Irae. But the imagination cannot be consumed by fire, for it is fire; the
burning bush of God which never exhausts its material’ . (99)
Frye then places this subject of fire into the general perspective of ‘The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell’ whilst at the same time reminding his readers that that Blake was pretty
unorthodox in his views:
‘Orthodox theology tells us that in the eternal world the fires of hell have heat without
light, and that heaven is a blaze of golden light, the question of heat being slurred over.
Remembering that passion and desire are spiritual heat, such doctrines tell us
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symbolically that desires are hellish and that we shall be tortured forever for having
them, whereas those who have emasculated their passions will be admitted to a heaven in
which the kind of divine love they enjoy, whilst its exact nature is unknown, is certain to
be something very, very pure. Like forest animals, the orthodox have a fascinated horror
of fire and its torments, and when we come down to the sceptical obscurantism of the
‘new philosophy’ the element of fire is quite put out. What is coming (according to Blake)
is the union of heat and light, a marriage of heaven and hell. By ‘hell’ Blake means an
upsurge of desire and passion within the rising body so great that it will destroy the
present starry heaven, and he calls it ‘hell’ because that is what the orthodox call it.’
(100)
So the chapter is entitled ‘The Thief of Fire’ because it refers to Blake using the imagery
of fire to illustrate his unorthodox philosophy. And fire is the union of heat and light. In
fire, heat and light become one. In fact, one on one. Or ‘Blonde on Blonde’.
Now why, you may ask, have I side tracked you into Blake Avenue for so long a time,
and what has all this got to do with ‘Visions of Johanna’? Well again here I take my cue
from Clinton Heylin who also uses the imagery of fire to describe Dylan: indeed as
Northrop Frye used the metaphor of a ‘thief of fire’ when referring to William Blake, so
Clinton Heylin uses this same metaphor: ‘a thief of fire’ when referring to Bob Dylan.
And this comes in the chapter of Clinton’s biography headed ‘1965 – 1966: Seems Like
A Freeze Out’.(101) (‘Freeze Out’ being of course the original and alternative title for the
song ‘Visions of Johanna’).
I have in fact previously mentioned the section of Clinton’s biography where he refers to
Dylan as ‘a thief of fire’ (102) but as a reminder, the description relates to the period
when Dylan had just put the finishing touches to ‘Blonde on Blonde’ and before he
embarked upon the 1966 world tour. The passage is coloured with some words from the
French poet Arthur Rimbaud that Clinton applies to Dylan’s prevailing personna. I am
compelled to repeat the extract here:
‘He was once again required to be a thief of fire, to play before unknowing eyes in
Hawaii, Australia, Sweden, Denmark, Ireland, England, Wales, Scotland, France, and
then England again. As he boarded the plane in L.A., he perhaps recalled Rimbaud’s
sobering thoughts about confronting the unknown: “(When) the poet makes himself a
seer…..he reaches (into) the unknown and even if, crazed, he ends up by losing the
understanding of his visions, at least he has seen them!”. It seemed the crazier Dylan
became, the more durable the visions that remained.’(10)
Now although in this article I have, with the assistance of two respected biographers,
drawn together William Blake and Bob Dylan as being thieves of fire in respect of their
visions, I am not meant to be writing here about the visions of either William Blake or
Bob Dylan at all, I am meant to be writing about the visions of Johanna. So, to get me
back on track, I need to refer to the mainstay character of my view of ‘Visions of
Johanna’, namely Joan of Arc who, in death, was of course a virgin consumed by fire.
And here I again refer to those colours of the brilliant red of the flames that licked the
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flesh from her body to leave only a skeleton state and the brilliant white that represents
the purity of her virginity, a state that was of such importance to her. In those colours is
found another union, this time of flame and purity which I see as resembling Blake’s
union of heat and light. The union produced by fire; that very same fire that consumed
Joan of Arc.
The matter of fire is very much bound up in the story of Joan of Arc because every one
knows that she was ‘burned at the stake’ and everyone knows that being ‘burned at the
stake’ means that a fire is lit under you and that you are burned alive. In his book ‘Joan of
Arc’ Edward Lucie-Smith (103) gives a somewhat chilling account of Joan’s last
moments:
‘The fire was lit, and the flames and smoke began to envelop the victim until she was
almost hidden from view. Joan took some time to die, so long that the executioner
afterwards said that the execution had been exceptionally cruel. Since the scaffold had
been built so high, he could not climb up to despatch her, as was usual, and he was
therefore forced to leave her to the fire……As the pyre blazed up, she cried for holy
water.’ (104)
It is this image of the death of Joan of Arc, this matter of being burned alive, that I want
now to introduce into the picture of ‘Visions of Johanna' that I am endeavouring to paint,
for in my view this image illuminates one of the most baffling, intriguing, and yet
wonderful lines Dylan has ever written. But first, let me refer to William Blake’s union of
heat and light for these elements are not only an exquisite combination produced by fire,
but they are also used in the first verse of Dylans song:
4th line : Light (s) flicker from the opposite loft
5th line: In this room the heat pipes just cough
If we burn away all the intervening words so that those two elements stand next to each
other we have a fire - which is ‘the greatest possible combination in this world of heat
and light’.
I have already likened he opening scene of ‘Visions of Johanna' to the epilogue of Shaw’s
play Saint Joan (105) and in particular by cross-referring Dylan’s ‘lights flicker’ to
Shaw’s more drawn out setting:
‘The walls are hung from ceiling to floor with painted curtains which stir at times in the
draughts. At first glance the prevailing yellow and red in these hanging pictures is
somewhat flamelike when the folds breathe in the wind’.
It is in those moving painted curtains that Shaw wants his audience to see flames and it is
flames that I see when Dylan sings about the lights that ‘flicker from the opposite loft’ in
‘Visions of Johanna'. The flame of a candle perhaps, the flame of a lighted match, but a
flame and not an electric light. And of course, to get a flame you must have fire.
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There is another use of ‘light’ in ‘Visions of Johanna' and it comes in the third line of the
second verse:
‘We can hear the night watchman click his flashlight’
In my picture of the song, the important word in this line is not however ‘flashlight’ but it
is ‘click’. A ‘click’, when used in this sense, denotes the turning ‘on’ or the turning ‘off’
of something. We are not told however whether the night watchman’s flashlight is
currently ‘on’ or ‘off’, that is left to our imagination, we are only told that that the ‘click’
of turning the flashlight ‘on’ or ‘off’ can be heard. So, what do you think: is it ‘on’ or is it
‘off’? It could go either way!
What cannot go either way is the question of whether the radio station, which plays
country music in the 6th line of the first verse, is turned (or ‘clicked’) ‘on’ or ‘off’. It is
obviously turned continuously ‘on’ because ‘there’s nothing, really nothing to turn off.’
I have previously mentioned that the word ‘click’ is important to my picture of the song
and its importance is attached to the combination of electricity and fire. When I referred
to the ‘lights’ that ‘flicker’ in the fourth line of the first verse I said that I saw those lights
as flames. Clearly however, the appliances – the flashlight and the radio - that can be
turned ‘off’ or ‘on’ in the subsequent lines are powered by electricity. But what happens
if you leave an electric fire turned continuously ‘on’? It will eventually burn the house
down and the flames that ensue become the ghost (the aftermath or afterlife) of
electricity.
In his 1948 film ‘Joan of Arc’ Victor Fleming had Ingrid Bergman playing the role of
Saint Joan. There is a classic ending to the film, shots of Joan being burned at the stake,
flames enveloping her distraught character. As the flames grow higher, she starts to
cough from the heat and the smoke before she is lost from view and the fire burns the
flesh from her face. In relating this stark perception of Saint Joan burning at the stake to
‘Visions of Johanna' I want to bring some images of physicality to certain lines of the
song: the lights that flicker in the fourth line of the first verse are, in my picture, from the
pyre that has been lit under her; the heat(ed) pipes that ‘ just cough’ in the 5th line are
Joan’s own vocal chords that are affected by heat and smoke; and that intriguing, baffling
and wonderful line
‘The ghost of ‘lectricity howls in the bones of her face’
represents the image of the flames burning the flesh from her very bones.
Being thus absorbed by such interpretations, my brush strokes become more furious: if
you stand very close to a fire, you cannot look into the flames because of the heat and the
glare. In the second line of the final verse of ‘Visions of Johanna' the question is asked
‘Ya can’t look at much, can ya man?’ and this could have been a question asked of
everyone standing close to the fire that devoured Joan of Arc. She, who wore a cape in
battle and was acclaimed victorious by peasant and gentry alike ( ‘her cape of the stage
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once had flowed’) and she who was subsequently imprisoned and only released to be
burned alive ( ‘we see this empty cage now corrode’).The wood for her funeral pyre had
been loaded on to a truck (‘on the back of a fish truck that loads’); the executioner
(‘fiddler’) steps up to light the fire ( the fiddler, he now steps to the road) and, in lighting
the fire, he knows that soon Joan will soon be turned to ashes and dust from whence she
came (‘evry’ things been returned which was owed’). Then, as the fire takes her, an
explosion occurs, an instantaneous combination of heat and light that completes her
execution (‘while my conscience explodes’). And a skeleton will be all that remains. All
graphic images. But that is what my picture is all about. I am turning the song into a
visual study of movement and colour.
In my previous research about what others thought of ‘Visions of Johanna’ I mentioned
Stephen Scobie’s 37 page booklet on the song (106) and I noted that he said that the line ‘
the ghost of ‘lectricity howls in the bones of her face’ was ‘his favourite Dylan line’. I
also mentioned that Stephen Scobie drew attention to the author John Herdman who
likened this line to French Symbolist poetry by writing:
it ‘finely exemplifies Baudelaire’s theory of correspondances and might well have been
written by Rimbaud’.
I also remarked on how Stephen Scobie enthused further about this particular line:
‘It is a beautiful line; it is a terrifying line. Perhaps it speaks of a ravaged, hollowed- out
beauty in Louise’s face; but it also speaks of death and imprisonment’.
I agree, the line has solid connotations to the physical states of both death and
imprisonment. In my view however, it also expresses great colour: the brilliant red of
flame and the brilliant white of pureity. These colours, together the images connected to
the other lines I have mention form a whole. And that whole represents, in the corner of
my canvass, Joan of Arc burning at the stake.
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‘Fearful Symmetry – A Study of William Blake’ by Northrop Frye. First
published by Princeton University Press in 1947. Published in paperback by
Princeton Paperbacks in 1969.
Freewheelin’ 203. Part 13. Like Ice, Like Fire’.
‘Fearful Symmetry’ paperback. Page 195.
Ibid. Page 196.
Ibid. Page 197.
Behind the Shades: Take 2. Paperback edition. Page 243
Freewheelin’ 189. Part 1. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire’.
Joan of Arc by Edward Lucie-Smith published by Allen Lane in 1976. Publishes
as Classic Penguin in paperback 2000.
Ibid. Paperback. Page 283
Freewheelin’ 205. Part 14. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire’.
Freewheelin’ 199. Part 10 ‘Like Ice,Like Fire’
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